
PRESERVING NAUTICAL HISTORY:
A VOLUNTEER PROGRAM BENEFITING MARITIME MUSEUMS

When the Maritime Ship Modelers' Guild of Halifax,
Nova Scotia, Canada, formed in 1984, the Maritime Mu-
seum of the Atlantic (MMA) invited members to use its
meeting room for free. Looking to repay that kindness, guild
representatives proposed promoting the facility through
what became the annual "Model-Makers' Showcase pre-
sented by the Maritime Museum of the Atlantic."
Twenty-one shows later, it averages more than 125 tables
presenting up to 350 high quality models and attracting
participants from all over Atlantic Canada, the Eastern
Seaboard of the United States, Chicago, Illinois, and Los
Angeles, California. Much of the show's success is due to
the local and regional media's tremendous support.

As gratifying as these results were, guild members still
thought there must be another way to further demonstrate
their appreciation for all the MMA did to promote their as-
sociation. Everyone had listened to stories about the
financial plight of museums worldwide. They lack suffi-
cient funds to take care of basic operating expenses or
maintain artifacts in archival storage facilities. To some

The bridge of a British pre-Dreadnaught battleship model built by
an anonymous German soldier incarcerated at Amherst, Nova Sco-
tia, during World War 1. The model's hull and superstructure are
solid Lignum Vitae wood; the fittings and accessories are polished
pork and beef bones. The model required 31 hours to restore. John
Green cleaned it by dry brush and, after careful testing, gave it five
wet cleans with mild soap. All the gun turrets, rigging, propellers,
and many other parts had come adrift and were reattached with
fish glue. Courtesy Maritime Museum of the Atlantic, Nova Sco-
tia, Canada. M53.9.1.

degree, the MMA was suffering the same fate. The answer
to the problem was obvious: the guild formed the Marine
Model Artists volunteer group and proposed a program to
restore ship models for the museum.

After BillMoore and the author met with Marven Moore,
Manager of Collections, they shared the results with the
members, explaining the proper conservation guidelines
for museum artifacts and the necessary training sessions
volunteers would have to attend. Twelve shipmodelers en-
listed without hesitation.

The museum was very conservative in its initial ap-
proach, so the volunteers followed suit with a very careful
response. That attitude was beneficial to both parties, al-
lowing the volunteers to really become comfortable with
the museum staff, and the stringent guidelines and control
systems governing the proper treatment of artifacts. In turn,
the staff became better acquainted with the modelers, their
individual skills, and approaches to model handling.

Outline for Outreach Program
Before any club approaches a museum about starting a

Volunteer Program, it is essential to inquire how many
members will commit to such a long-term undertaking. A
dozen is sufficient to make the onset practical. Second,
club representatives must have at their fingertips detailed
information about the volunteers' modeling skills and de-
gree of interest before approaching museum staff.

To capture their attention, use this article as evidence that
such a program can be successful. Explain the benefits of a
properly run volunteer program: it preserves valuable artifacts
and acts as a potential fundraising tool once a community be-
comes aware of its existence. Supporters will appreciate the
ingenious solution and the positive action of both parties.

The cost of conserving artifacts, except for providing
space for a shop, is minimal. The exercise greatly intensi-
fies the interest level of museum visitors; a fact borne out
by increased attendance numbers. The Modelers Guild will
willingly write letters of support to readers outlining the
program and its success in detail. Members also will speak
with the MAA's management team on behalf of a group
wishing assistance in convincing their museum people of
the conservation program's benefits.



Requirements for a Conservator
Marven Moore made arrangements with the curatorial

staff and Chris Lavergne, Senior Conservator of Nova Sco-
tia's 27 museums, to organize training classes for the
Volunteer team. Once training began in January 2003, they
became acutely aware that modeling skills alone did not
make a conservator of ship models. Artifacts cannot be re-
paired in the same way modern models are approached.
Artifacts must be saved by revitalizing as much of their
original components as possible.

The first two subjects were training in safe materials
handling (Workplace Hazardous Materials Information Sys-
tem) and Occupational Health and Safety Regulations as
they apply in Nova Scotia. While this was a refresher course
for many, it satisfied local regulations.

Proper conservation techniques followed. Team mem-
bers mastered the values of dry brush application to clean
surface dust and dirt without doing further damage. Al-
though simple, the technique requires a delicate touch.
When dry brushing an unrigged model, a lady's makeup
brush is appropriate. Its sable bristles are silky soft and will
not scratch surfaces. Work starts at the top of the model
and proceeds to the deck and hull, running the brush slowly
over the components on the way down. The brush stroke
is light but deliberate, and always in the same direction to
minimize stirring up dust. (Many volunteers use a model-
maker's vacuum cleaner to control it.) The larger brush is
only for the easy to get at areas. Often two or three dry brush-
ings are required to remove all the loose dust. Volunteers
were taught not to become discouraged or be in a hurry.

Cleaning then continues with smaller utensils - cotton
swabs, nonabrasive scrapers, and dental picks - for the more
difficult spots. The swabs are placed in a soiled area and, if
working from left to right, the tip is rolled or flicked counter-
clockwise, or clockwise if working from right to left. Swabs
pick up a surprising amount of dirt, but should not be over-
used. They then lose their efficiency and, if saturated with
too much matter, actually spread it around. Utility knives and
dental picks lift solid chunks of filth or buildups of foreign
materials. Volunteerswere instructed to never apply too much
pressure and always lift dirt very gently lest some underlying
finish depart with it. Modelmakers are renowned for design-
ing their own tools, and the volunteers excelled in creating
cleaning implements to fit a model's configurations. In many
instances, they cut pine to fit into a particular tight spot such
as below the pin or fife rail and the base of a windlass.

The volunteers learned that the dry brush technique was
also the best approach for cleaning cordage. Again, a deli-

This attractive sailor's model depicts a snow, a vessel similar to
the brig popular in Nova Scotia in the first part of the 1800s. She
flies a house flag resembling that of Pickford and Black, a famous
and long-lived Halifax shipping firm that was one of the few in
Nova Scotia to survive the transition from sail to steam. John Green
cleaned and repaired the model, reusing all of the broken rigging
by dismantling and reattaching it. Courtesy Maritime Museum of
the Atlantic, Nova Scotia, Canada. M55.5.1.

cate touch is imperative. The technique must be method-
ical, working from the top down and from the inside to the
outer edges. They use longer-handled brushes to clean the
inner lines. Even when exercising the utmost care, it is so
very easy to break a line, then be faced with the problem
of inserting a new one or even a whole section. Most cot-
ton-based thread older than 50 years can be very unstable
and delicate, especially if storage conditions have been less
than ideal. The rule is to always err on the side of caution,
plan every move, and work in slow motion.

Improving and stabilizing models does not require elab-
orate, expensive equipment. Besides the above-mentioned
tools, the volunteers started with a modest supply of artists'
soft bristle brushes, utility knives, and other basics. A typ-
ical toolbox contained scissors, hobby pliers, containers of
scale ship fittings or materials with which to make them,
small files, carving chisels and gouges, pin vises, miniature
drill bits, various clamps, skeins of rigging cordage, wire
cable, tweezers, brass for replacing bad hardware (ifallowedt
and hobby paint. Yes, sometimes it is permissible to lightly
retouch or secure compromised paint. They also had mini
vacuums, soft cotton cloths, and sharpened handles (saved
from cotton swabs) for applying glues and other substances.
Conservators use only natural adhesives because their bond
can be reversed. The volunteers used fish glue, never cyano-
acrylate. The final necessary item is a pair of white cotton
conservator's gloves supplied by the museum.

Wet cleaning must be considered very carefully, as only



Arthur and Ruth, a 1950s scallop dragger, was built by William
Lewis, a 25-year veteran of Digby scallop fishing. Lewis included
every detail including shucking knives, a stool for the wheelhouse,
and a string of deck lights. Bill Moore cleaned the model and treated
some lead parts for oxidization. Courtesy Maritime Museum of the
Atlantic, Nova Scotia, Canada. M58.13.

a small percentage of artifacts are up to that type of intru-
sion. The volunteers learned how to use an approved
conservator's soap called Orvus (sodium lauryl sulfate), a
heavy, creamy, concentrated substance derived from coconut
oil. To dilute it, they mixed the amount of Orvus that fit on
a fingertip into one cup of tepid water. The soap has a neu-
tral pH, rinses well with plain warm water, and leaves very
little residue; however, it can be applied only when stable
marine enamel or other water-resistant surfaces are present.
Deciding when to wet clean came with experience and
through discussions with the staff conservator.

Any club attempting such a program must make certain
that its members can subdue their own egos and take in-
struction. The Marine Model Artists achieved success by
learning not to take unnecessary chances or do anything
that could damage or break down an artifact's components
or finish. As an aside, never attempt to clean a model us-
ing household cleaning powders or liquids such as window
or citrus cleaners, liquid dishwashing detergent, or furni-
ture cleaners such as Murphy's Oil Soap. Many have harsh
chemicals such as ammonia and high pH values. Never at-
tempt to 1/ shine up" a clear-coated model by applying a
water-based finish over the old-fashioned spar varnish or
coating it with liquid wax. The reaction between dissimi-
lar chemicals may compromise an otherwise stable finish.

The situation changed significantly when the volunteers
confronted damaged models. Depending upon the break-
age, some pieces were dismantled to enable proper cleaning
and repair. Occasionally, it was permissible to use soft
toothbrushes or similar types to gently scrub spars, masts,

deck furniture, decks, and hulls. The components were
buffed dry with a soft cotton cloth. Training taught the vol-
unteers to use small cloths under controlled conditions so
as not to snag or otherwise damage nearby fixtures. The
rule was that wet cleaning techniques were never to be ap-
plied without considering what negative reactions could
occur, especially since maybe 5 percent of the models be-
ing considered for stabilization could withstand it.

The most important element was the team's line of com-
munication with the program supervisors and the curatorial
and conservation professionals who knew the answers to a
successful refurbishment. Every refit began with evalua-
tion and strategy meetings. The volunteers were never to
secondguess a decision. However, as they gained expertise,
the staff extended their trust.

Long, potentially boring classroom sessions were not
necessary to becoming proficient conservators. The secret
behind a successful training period was concentrating on
the basics, lots of practice over a short period, and an on-
going dialog with the curatorial and conservation staff.

Personal Needs
A successful Volunteer Program must be organized so

that it addresses the volunteers' personal needs. The MMA's
Management Team did exactly that. Marven Moore and
Dan Conlin, Curator of History, worked with the museum
to construct a Modelers' Workshop in the Public Gallery
on the main floor. The shop is 12 feet (3.6 meters) wide by
6 feet (1.8meters) deep. Its front consists of three 4 feet (1.2
meters) wide by 8 feet (2.4 meters) high panels. The upper
half of two panels has horizontal pivoting plexiglass win-
dows for total visibility of the interior and the workbench
running the full length of this wall. A built-in air vent fresh-
ens the atmosphere. Fumes are not an issue since only
neutral-based materials and supplies are used. Escaping
dust is minimal, as sanding is at an absolute minimum.
The team works on one or two models at a time.

With the success of the first shop, another was built on
the second floor to accommodate larger models. This one
is 20 feet (6 meters) wide by 9 feet (2.4 meters) deep with
two sets of accordion windows in the upper half of the front
face and two on one side wall. The volunteers usually en-
ter through a service door in one corner. They communicate
with visitors through a Dutch door in the opposite end or
via the windows, and work at a full-length workbench across
the front wall. The doors to both shops are locked at all
times and no unauthorized person is allowed in except by
special invitation.



If repairs require larger power tools, the team arranges
for the staff artisans to do the work in the museum's car-
pentry shop. The volunteers never operate these power
tools because of OHSA regulations and insurance con-
siderations.

The team schedules its own shifts, working in twos or
threes. According to MMA's staff, a normal volunteer ef-
fort beginning with, say 12 people, is down to three after
just one year. The Marine Model Artists have added two
more members during its 27 months in operation and both
shops are a complete success.

What has maintained the project's momentum? First,
the volunteers are scheduled to work just one day per
week. Such a relaxed routine has kept their interest and
loyalty to the program alive. Interacting with the visitors
is another reason. They repeatedly say how refreshing it
is to speak with a live person and have their questions an-
swered as opposed to staring at an inanimate display and
trying to glean data from a story board. Third, the pro-
gram has become a social event. Instead of working alone
in their shops, volunteers look forward to modeling with
team partners, meeting people, and restoring models. Even
the museum staff exhibits a more lighthearted approach.
Visitors easily pick up this cheerful atmosphere when
they walk through the museum's front doors and have
mentioned it to the receptionist.

7,000 Hours and Counting
To date, the team has restored and conserved 443 mod-

els, most of which were in storage for years. Collectively,
that equates to more than 7,000 donated hours conserving
artifacts in a collection numbering close to 22,000 items.
Before the Volunteer Program, the museum held little hope
that these fine pieces would ever go on display. Upon
restoration, each model receives a plastic corrugated white-
board storage box with viewing ports to observe its con-
dition. The models are secured to a wooden base and a hat-
box type lid keeps out the dust. Eventually, they will be
relocated to permanent display cases as they are constructed.
The Maritime Museum of the Atlantic has engaged the Ma-
rine Model Artists to stay onsite and remain continually
involved in the collection's ongoing preservation.

Cunard'sFranconia Circa 1923
The program provided an opportunity to work on a 13-

foot (3.9-meter) long builder's model of the Cunard liner
Franconia (circa 1923). Built in Scotland at the same time
as the ship, the model was heavily damaged in 1960 when

the display case fell on it during a move from one museum
to another. Three volunteers conducted a damage survey
and advised the museum that Franconia could be restored
to her former glory. A team of six was created to perform
the work.

Besides the badly broken display table and case, the
model, stored in various places for more than 40 years, was
buried under a thick film of dirt covered by a dense coat-
ing of coal dust. The lifeboat stations, deck furniture,
docking bridge, stern, and superbly crafted hand railings
lay in pieces. Since no drawings were available, the team pre-
pared drawings of the decks, dividing them into six man-
ageable sections. Fearing that they would have to scrap the
cellulose deck, they drew a locator diagram for all the
model's components. They then designed a code-tag sys-
tem and made up a catalog sheet and deficiency list for each
section. The team now had total control of the parts inven-
tory so they could dismantle the model and resurrect it to
prime condition. Numerous detailed photos of the restora-
tive process kept it as accurate as possible. The museum
staff is now rebuilding the original display table, stand, and
case in its carpentry shop. A complete account of Franco-
nia's conservation will follow after the rededication
ceremony in October.

Conclusion
Now is the time to take action and ensure the preserva-

tion of priceless old models. It costs nothing but a little
time and a modest expenditure for supplies. Contact the
nearest maritime museum and present this idea. The Ma-
rine Model Artists are anxious to help clubs advance the
Volunteer Program. E-mail the author at jamd@ accessca-
ble.net or call (902) 434-0662.
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